INVITATION

It is our pleasure to invite you to join us at the workshop “Organic agriculture in Romania”, organized by the University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine on Thursday 16th November 2017.

This event is part of a larger series of scientific activities dedicated to the completion of the European project COREOrganic Plus, ID_603/2015-2018 “Development of quality standards and optimised processing methods for organic produce” – SusOrganic and will bring together Romanian and European researchers, representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development and the Ministry of Research and Innovation, representatives of associations of organic farming producers and processors, organic farmers, students, master students, university professors etc. but also potential beneficiaries of the project recommendations.

The workshop session will take place in the Aula Magna Petre S. Aurelian between 9:00 – 11:00 a.m., the participants’ registration starting at 8:30.

We trust that this event would fulfil your expectations on the subject and we are looking forward seeing you actively participating in the discussions.

With consideration,
RECTOR,
Prof. univ. dr. SORIN MIHAI CÎMPEANU

SusOrganic Project manager for Romania,
Prof. dr. Liliana BÂDULESCU
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Event program

8:30 – 9:00  Register the participants

9:00 – 9:15  Welcome
Prof. Dr. Gina Fintîneru – Scientific Research Vice-Rector, USAMV București
Prof. Dr. Florin Stănică – International Relationships Vice-Rector, USAMV București
MARD and MRI representatives

9:15 – 9:30  Romanian Research Landscape
Nicoleta Dumitrache - Coordinator of the Research Program ”Partnerships in priority areas” UEFISCDI MCI

9:30 – 9:45  SusOrganic - Development of quality standards and optimised processing methods for organic produce
Dr. Barbara Sturm - Project Coordinator - University of Kassels

9:45 – 10:00  Ecoberries - Organic and wild berries value chain in Romania
Prof. dr. Mona Popa - project manager in Romania

10:00 – 10:15  Organic Agriculture in Romania
Prof. dr. Liliana Bădulescu

10:15 – 10:30  Certification in organic agriculture in Romania: challenges and opportunities
Aurelia Grecu – TÜV Austria - România

10:30 – 10:45  Professional Associations in Organic Agriculture in Romania – Romanian Association for Sustainable Agriculture
Dr. Victor Petcu ADAR

10:45 – 11:00  Success stories in Romanian Organic Agriculture
Prof. dr. Florin Stănică

11:00 – 11:30  Conclusions/Coffee break